Audience Response:  
A Way to Engage Learners

Utilization of Audience Response Questions is one way to engage learners throughout your presentation, as well as to assess their learning of the content being presented.

How to Use Audience Response Questions Throughout Your Presentation
Learners will be supplied cards (as demonstrated above). You are encouraged to utilize this tool by asking questions of the audience throughout your presentation. Your questions can be based on Yes or No, True or False, or Multiple Choice with up to five choices (A-E). The pre-and/or post-assessment questions that are due along with your presentation can be used as your audience response questions.

To ensure complete learner participation, it is suggested to include these questions and make them part of your PowerPoint presentation. As the slide comes on the screen, the learner can read and hear the question given and can see and hear their selection of answers. It is also helpful to color-code your choice of answers so the learner can easily choose the correct answer they want to give (example: if you have a multiple choice question with 5 different choices (A-E) color code your choice of questions in the same color as the audience response card: A=Green, B=Red, etc).